NOTES:
1. P/N: AE15000A-1PA, "H" LIFT FRAME
2. WLL: 6 TONS (12,000 LB)
3. PROOF TESTED TO 125% (15,000 LB) AND CERTIFIED, CONFORMS TO ASME B30.20
4. DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET OR EXCEED ASME B30.20
5. FINISH: SANDBLAST, PRIME AND PAINT SAFETY YELLOW
6. CALCULATED WEIGHT: 540 LB

To avoid lifter failure, potential death and property damage, never exceed WLL (Working Load Limit)
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Tandemloc designs, manufactures and tests lifting, securing and mobilizing components for all industries. See our website for details and important safety information.
Read all safety labels and instructions prior to use. Product to be used by qualified personnel only.